Microsoft Releases Internet Explorer 9.0

On Tuesday, March 15, Internet Explorer 9 (IE 9) was released. On Thursday, March 17, Microsoft announced they would push this new version to users via automatic updates, beginning March 21. IE 9 will only be pushed to Vista and Windows 7 clients. Enterprise Applications, such as BANNER, Workflow, FAMIS, Kronos, AppMan, Xtender and Webi have not been certified, by their respective vendors to run with IE 9. If you are a Vista or Windows 7 user you should install the blocker utility located at http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?familyid=a6169467-b793-4d17-837d-01776bf2bea4&displaylang=en. This blocker should be installed by the end of the day on March 21. To install this blocker utility you must be an administrator on the desktop. Please call your campus HelpDesk with any questions.